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Abstract
This master thesis will cover vertical motion damping of a Surface Effect Ship
(SES) at zero vessel speed where the motion are induced due to wave propaga-
tions. The vital SES principle is the air cushion that partly lifts the vessel together
with the hydrodynamic buoyancy. The air cushion is enclosed by two catamaran
twin hulls and two rubber seals at the ends.
The motion damping takes place on the vessel bow. This is necessary and im-
portant while the wind turbine maintenance workers boards the turbine.
A heave control system (HCS) is created for performing this task. This nota-
tion is chosen since the control systems only task is to keep the control point
closest possible to a constant heave (vertical) reference position.
The HCS actively controls the air flow actuators to the air cushion. The air flow
actuators are the lift fan (blowing air into the air cushion) and adjustable louvers
(letting air out of the cushion). By closing the louver pins and gaining maximum
effect from the lift fan, the vessel will increase its vertical position (upwards). The
opposite effect will appear by opening the louver and ”choking” the lift fan, which
results in a downwards motion.
The control system is discussed, implemented and tested in simulation. A Kalman
filter using a mathematical model has been implemented to reject heave measure-
ment noise and to estimate non-measurable states.
The HCS will be added to an already existing SES simulation model that does
not support any active control of the air flow.
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Task Description
Actuating the air flow in the air cushion is the main task of this thesis. The ac-
tuation needs to be in such a way that the system tries to obtain a steady heave
reference position. This point is noted as the control point.
By varying the pressure inside the air cushion one can vary and control the verti-
cal position of the vessel at the control point. Louver(s) and lift fan(s) are used
to actuate the pressure. The louver works as a valve that emits air out of the
air cushion by varying the louver pins position. The fan gathers air outside the
cushion and blows it into the air cushion.
While a wave approaching the vessel, the system needs to actuate in accordance
with the induced vertical motion in order to maintain around the reference posi-
tion. A large error between reference and current vertical position will demand
a large change in actuator position. This control idea is known as proportonal
control. The control system is noted as a Heave Control System (HCS).
The HCS will damp wave effects with active control of the cushion’s air inflow
and outflow. This air regulation is obtained by varying the louver leakage area
and the air inlet area for the fan. The fan outflow is proportional to the inlet area.
A suitable HCS will be introduced both in theory and simulation. The simu-
lation tool is VeSim [1] created by D. Fahti and Marintek which simulate behavior
of ships in various sea states such as wave effects and current. Wind can also be
added. VeSim is a plugin in Marinteks hydrodynamic workbench ”ShipX”. Ves-
sel Response(VeRes) is another ShipX plugin used to calculate ship motions and
loads. These calculations are performed pre-simulation. This allows the simula-
tion to run quickly (real time or faster). VERES uses hull geometry, mass and
other aspects defining the vessel and calculates supplementary results used in the
simulation [2]. The third plugin is Simulation Visualization (SimVis) and is used
to visualize the vessels behavior in the specified sea state.
v
vi TASK DESCRIPTION
In 2008, Trygve H. Espeland created a SES model for VeSim [3]. This model
calculates enclosed cushion volume, cushion air leakage, airflow from fans, uniform
cushion pressure and several other aspects in order to calculate the forces acting
on the cushion. These forces are sent to the existing VeSim model which calculates
all hydrodynamic forces and corresponding vessel motion. This master thesis will
develop this SES model.
Two cases will be simulated and discussed, a simplified squared SES and the
actual planned offshore wind turbine vessel that this thesis deals with.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A control system that damps vertical motions of a Surface Effect Ship (SES) is
presented. A SES can be described as a hybrid between a catamaran and a hov-
ercraft (Air Cushion Vehicle). The concept of this vessel is to partly lift the hull
using an overpressure inside an air cushion. The air cushion is enclosed within two
side/demi hulls, a rubber bow and stern seal.
A SES offers high speed, excelent seakeeping, high comfort & ride quality for
crew in various sea states compared to like sized catamarans.
1.1 Background and motivation
Wind-turbines or wind power plants are becoming increasingly common worldwide
as governments seek to meet their obligation to provide more renewable energy.
The particular Surface Effect Ship covered in this project is an offshore service
vessel (The Wave Craft) that is under development. The Wave Craft allows the
crew to operate wind farms more often than todays wind farm service vessel. These
vessels are usually equal-sized catamarans.
The catamarans experience problems facing wave elevation that approximately
exceeds 1.5 m significant wave height [4]. Wind turbine service personnel (crew)
can not take the risk of jumping from a highly restless vessel bow and over to a
(stationary) wind turbine platform. A result of this is that the crew can not reach
the turbines.
Thus, wind turbines in need of service will remain unused. According to the
british organization Carbon Trust (promotes carbon-friendly initiatives) this re-
1
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sults in large economical problems. A necessary solution for the Wave Craft is
to be able to handle noticeable larger wave elevations than 1.5 m (significant
wave height). As a result of this; the Wave Craft should decrease wind turbine
maintenance costs and increase operational time. This implies wind power to be
distributed at a lower cost.
The idea of damping wave induced vertical motions on a ship could also be used
in other situations. For instance, extreme weather and sea conditions force ferries
and other ships to remain docked at harbor. These ships would benefit from the
SES idea where the 80% of the ship is carried by air pressure only. A suitable,
robust control system could revolutionize transportation in extreme sea condition.
1.2 Organization of thesis
Chapter 2 Properties of a Surface Effect Ship:
Explanation of the SES concept. Properties and advantages will be presented
along with the most important aspects of the vessel.
Chapter 3 The Wave Craft (SES - Offshore Service Vessel):
In this section the Wave Craft will be presented. The Wave Craft is a SES - off-
shore service vessel that this thesis deals with.
Chapter 4 Control Literature Review:
Will present what existing control system that has been published today. Three
cases will be presented: Kaplan & Davies (1978), Sørensen & Egeland (1995) and
Basturk, Doblack & Krstic (2011).
Chapter 5 Software Tools:
Is introducing the software used in this thesis. It also explains how to set up the
system.
Chapter 6 The Existing Model at Project Takeover:
This chapter presents the starting point of the work. The work has been done by
Trygve Espeland (2008). It was his project and master thesis at NTNU.
Chapter 7 Solution - Heave Control System:
This chapter includes the work that has been done by the writer of this thesis.
Implementation and explanation of actuator and control system is given.
Chapter 8 Results:
1.3. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS 3
Results and simulation outcome from this project. Two major tests has been done,
the first test using two lift fans the other one.
1.3 Main contributions
1. Trygve H. Espeland’s help and his already existing SES model
2. Control theory from ”Reguleringsteknikk” and Model And Simulation, re-
spectively (Balchen, Andresen, Foss ) and (Gravdahl, Egeland)
3. Technical Support from Asgeir Sørensen and software setup from Dariusz
Fahti
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Chapter 2
Properties of a Surface Effect
Ship
The figure below describes the air cushion that is enclosed within two side hulls,
a rubber bow and a stern seal:
Figure 2.1: The SES Concept [5]
Note that there are several different approaches on the design of an air cushion
for a SES, however the properties described below is a typical and robust SES
implementation based on Faltinsen [6].
The air cushion described above supports the buoyancy of the vessel. As rule
of thumb during transit, can assume that the cushion carries 80 percent of the
5
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weight of the vessel, leaving the buoyancy with the remaining 20 percent.
The bow and stern seal possess flexibility, allowing some air leakage to occur.
Figure 2.2: Bow seal [7]
Figure 2.2 a bow seal. The bow seal is often referred to as the skirt. The seal
is a row of several (approximate 10) vertical loops or rubber fingers. When the
vessel is on cushion, the rubber fingers will be blown open, closing all air gaps
between each other. Similar, in zero wave propagation the finger tip should touch
the water level denying air leakage between finger skirt and water surface.
Figure 2.3: Stern seal [7]
The stern seal is referred to as bag or aft lobe stern. For this report the former
notation will be used.
A typical three loop bag can be observed in figure 2.3 above. From the figure
one can observe the two internal restraining webs, ”gluing” the three bags to-
gether. These webs possesses small holes in order to equalize the pressure between
the loops. For vessel stabilization and sea-keeping properties it is desired that the
pressure inside the bag is 10-20 percent higher than inside the air cushion ([8]).
The seal is open toward the side hulls allowing some leakage to occur between
the bag and hull. Unlike the skirt, the bag will experience some area gap between
7the bottom of the bag and the water surface (in zero wave propagation). This gap
is approximately 3 cm ([8]).
Lift fan(s) supplies the cushion with air inflow creating the overpressure that lifts
the SES up. This excess pressure (p0) causes the water level inside the cushion to
be h units lower than outside. See figure 2.4 below.
Figure 2.4: SES cross section [7]
• Air cushion pressure:
pc = pa + p0(1 + µ) (2.0.1)
Where pa, p0, p0µ and pc is respectively atmospheric, excess, dynamic and
total air cushion pressure.
• Static water level height difference due to air cushion pressure (see fig: 2.4):
h =
p0
ρg
(2.0.2)
Where ρ denotes the sea water density and g is the gravity.
This lift provides less water resistance than an equal sized catamaran. The 80
percent lift lowers the draft, allowing the vessel to partially ignore various wave
influence.
The lift fan(s) has a varying effect based on cushion pressure and lift fan mo-
tor rotation speed (rpm). Figure 2.5 below shows this coherence which has a
natural damping effect on the vertical motion of a SES.
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Figure 2.5: Fan Characteristic [9] (b)
The louvers allows the air cushion to contain an active leakage contribution.
Adjusting the louver pins will vary the amount of air flowing out from the cushion
via the louvers. Note that the leakage described above this section is referred to
as passive leakage. Thus:
Definition 1. All the cushion leakage that leaks through the louver system is de-
fined as louver leakage, all other leakages from the air cushion is defined as
passive leakage.
Varying and controlling the louvers in order to obtain a favorable leakage is
known as a Ride Control System (RCS), where one can control pitch and heave
motion. This thesis only covers the latter one, therefore it was decided to use the
term Heave Control System(HCS) instead.
HCS or RCS is the main topic of this thesis. Figure 2.6 below shows the
louver system for the minesweeper class Alta [10]. The louvers from the figure are
positioned side by side near the front of the air cushion.
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(a) Closed louvers (b) Open louvers
Figure 2.6: Louver System [11]
2.1 Advantages of a SES
Compared to a catamarans of the same size, the main benefit of a SES is low hy-
drodynamic resistance. This includes minor impact from viscous forces and wave
propagation since a relative small part of the hull is below water level. Thus the
affected resistance area is set to a minimum and the SES can profit from fuel con-
sumption at medium/high speed. However, in small sea states at small velocity,
one will witness a relative high fuel consumption in order to operate the lift fans.
A solution is to go off-cushion, forcing the vessel to act like a catamaran.
Umoe Mandal has delivered several Surface Effect Ships to the Royal Norwegian
Navy. Among these are the classes Oksøy and Alta, respectively mine hunters
and mine sweepers. Because of the lift, a SES has low sensitivity for underwater
explosions.
Figure 2.7: Minesweeper Otra of the Alta class [10]
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As mentioned, the SES has a natural passive damping of vertical motion, in-
creasing the ride comfort:
1. A wave approaching a SES head sea. The wave will lift the water in the fore
part of the cushion. This will decrease bow seal leakage.
2. The wave continues to propagate through the cushion taking up more and
more space. This will decrease the air cushion volume. Decreased volume
and leakage will increase the cushion pressure.
3. The vessel will experience a heave force that act upward.
4. As the pressure keeps increasing, the cushion input flow from the fan will
decrease, see fan characteristic from figure (2.5 and 7.5). This will damp the
upward motion.
5. As the wave passes the vessel, the cushion volume and bow seal leakage will
increase while pressure will decrease.
6. The vessel will gain a heave force acting downwards.
7. As before, only opposite; the pressure decrease will result in an increase of
the air flow from the fan. This along with a growing leakage area will damp
the downward motion significantly.
The dynamics can be modeled as a spring-damper system, see [12]. Implementing
a RCS/HCS will increase the ride comfort significantly.
Another aspect that favors a SES compared to other similar vessels is perfor-
mance and stability considering the benefits listed above. With less resistance one
can exploit the engine power to obtain high vessel velocity. “KNM Skjold” is an-
other SES class created by Umoe Mandal for the Royal Norwegian Navy.. These
Motor Torpedo Boats (MTB) are probably the fastest military vessels that has
ever existed. These vessels can achieve velocities above 60 knots [10].
2.1. ADVANTAGES OF A SES 11
Figure 2.8: KNM Storm -MTB Skjold class [10]
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Chapter 3
The Wave Craft (SES - Offshore
Service Vessel)
3.1 Introduction
Figure 3.1: The Wave Craft in a wind turbine park
This master thesis is written in co-operation with Umoe Mandal. The control
system is intentionally designed for a new vessel project called the Wave Craft.
The Wave Craft, which is Umoe Mandals design of a SES - Offshore Service Vessel,
13
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was one of the winner of the ”Offshore Wind Accelerator Access Competition”.
The competition is held by the non-profit organization Carbon Trust [13]. Carbon
Trust mission is to reduce carbon action. Umoe Mandal plans to commercialize
the vessel in 2012 [14]. Figure 3.2 made by the Umoe Mandal illustrates a possible
appearance if the Wave Craft. Along with Carbon Trust, Forskningsr˚adet is also
a sponsor of the craft. A crucial aspect concerning the realization of the Wave
Figure 3.2: SES - Offshore Service Vessel
Craft is the air cushion that allows vertical motion damping. This concerns safety,
comfort and the arrangement of a workable environment for the offshore crew.
While being transported from mainland to an offshore windmill, a crew mem-
ber on duty wants to reach the destination as pleasant and as quickly as possible.
The SES concept allows comfort and high speed in various sea states. In trans-
portation mode (SES mode) the majority of the vessels mass is carried by the air
cushion, allowing one to float above parts of the wave propagation. This exhibits a
quick and hopefully seasick-less ride for the crew, where the majority aren’t going
to be ”habit-formed” seafarers.
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Boarding the wind turbine from the vessel -and visa versa- needs to be a safe
experience.
Figure 3.3: Specifications - Wave Craft [15]
- The idea is to deliver effective operational solutions for mainte-
nance of offshore wind power installations. Low costs for operation
and maintenance has been selected as one of the main challenges in
order to create such power installations. Anders Nybø CEO Umoe
Mandal, [14]
Figure 3.4 shows the intended behaviour when switching between transit mode
and offshore wind turbine docking mode.
The equilibirum cushion pressure will approximately be halfed when going from
transit to docking mode. This allows a larger lift ratio interval which results in
a larger damping specter for the motion control. The lift ratio is the relation be-
tween vessel mass held by the air cushion alone and total mass. For instance, with
the vessel bow at the top of a wave, a low lift ratio is desired. With vessel bow
at the bottom of a wave, a high lift ratio is desired in order to try to reach the
reference heave position.
The figure below explains transit and dockin mode of the Wave Craft:
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Figure 3.4: [15]
Chapter 4
Control Literature Review
Exclusive (active) damping of vessel bow heave position due to wave induced ver-
tical forces, has previously not been documented. However, accurate studies con-
cerning vertical dynamics on a SES and ride control systems (RCS) for active
damping of heave and/or pitch motion in forward vessel speed has been docu-
mented. The former is covered by Kaplan & Davis in [16], Kaplan in [17] and
Sørensen, Steen & Faltinsen in [18].
There exists two comprehensive full-scale works regarding ride control systems
for a SES. The first one created in 1974 by Kaplan and Davis [19] and the second
one in 1995 by Sørensen A.J and O. Egeland [12]. Both focusing on actively reduc-
ing vertical accelerations during relative high vessel velocity in low and moderate
sea states. This is done by altering the pressure variations within the cushion. The
vertical accelerations that arises at fixed frequencies are called cobblestone effect.
A brief introduction to this phenomena will be given in 4.1.
During the writing of this thesis, Basturk, Doblack and M. Kristic [20] published
interesting simulation results [20] regarding adaptive wave disturbance cancella-
tions. In resemblance to this thesis, the vessel acts on zero velocity but has a ramp
connected to a LMSR (large, medium-speed, roll-on/off) vessel.
All three cases will be discussed.
Concerning implemented simulation validation: all the discussed cases include
some kind of a simulation / datatests. However, none implements passive leakage
(leakage under seals, between bag and hull, under hull). In [17], Kaplan shows the
importance of including these. Note that both Kaplan and Sørensen performed
successfully full-scale experiments, so there is no doubt concerning system valida-
tion.
17
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4.1 Cobblestone Effects
Cobblestone effects are high frequency resonance oscillations. These oscillations
usually occur at relative high forward speed when water waves dynamically changes
the air cushion volume in moderate and small sea states. These rapid vertical vi-
brations are the biggest comfort problems for passengers on a Surface Effect Ship.
The effects can result in a non-workable environment [21].
The cobblestone effects are of great importance of the Wave Craft while being
transported from mainland to wind turbine. However, the presented control de-
sign will not cover damping of these oscillations.
In 1998, T. Ulstein and Odd M. Faltinsen performed a comprehensive research
regarding this topic [21]. (Altough this phenomen was nothing new, Asgeir J.
Sørensen had three years earlier pointed out and damped these oscillations using
dissipative control [12])
Ulstein and Faltinsen performed a full-scale experiment on a 35 m SES. A typical
setting to provoce the cobblestone effects is facing 0.4 meter waves at 45 knots
velocity. Using these settings they confirmed the two most important resonance
frequencies that causes the highest vertical accelerations. These frequencies are
named eigenmodes or modes.
The lowest eigenmode is constant in space, it affects mainly heave accelera-
tions. The second eigenmode which corresponds to the lowest acoustic resonance
frequency has a node at midship. This can be approximated by a sinusoidal func-
tion with modal wave length twice the ship length. Thus, the second eigenmode
affects mainly the pitch accelerations [21].
Figure 4.1 shows the power spectrum for cobblestone effects. Note the two reso-
nance frequencies and their respective amplitude. (Note that the two amplitude
peak roughly around 2 Hz denotes the same eigen mode).
Figure 4.1 shows that the lowest (2Hz) and the highest resonance frequencies
(5.5Hz). These values will experience some minor adjustments based vessel prop-
erties such as vessel mass, cuhsion length and breadth.
Therefore it is important to divide cobblestone effects into the two types.
1. Uniform pressure resonance – First eigenmode (Mode 0).
2. Spatial pressure (or acoustic wave effect) resonance – (Mode 1, Mode 2,...)
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Figure 4.1: Full scale measured spectrum Sa(f) of vertical acceleration at vessel
bow for mode 0 (uniform pressure variations) and mode 1 (first acoustic mode).
[21]
Spatial pressure resonance treats pressure variations in longitudinal direction. One
can always assume that the pressure is constant in height and lateral direction.
This results in a one dimensional pressure variating system. At midships one will
observe that the spatial cushion pressure equals zero (a node positioned at Lc/2).
As mentioned, the pressure displacement can be approximated by a sine function
with modal wave length twice the vessel length, therefore the second eigenmode
mainly affects the pitch motions.
Figure 4.2: Physics inside the air cushion [[21]]
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4.2 Kaplan & Davis - System Analysis Techniques
For Designing RCS of SES craft in waves
Kaplan and Davies [19] presents a useful toolbox and procedures on design of a
Ride Control System for reducing vertical plane accelerations on a Surface Effect
Ship. A final design is presented on a 100 ton testcraft. Test results shows that
Kaplan is able to damp out 60 - 80 % of vertical accelerations.
As mentioned, Kaplan is the first to present a control system for a SES. Feedback
signals in terms of craft state variables are established. Actuator nonlinearity, sat-
uration limit and lag is discussed. A louver system, axial fans with variable blade
angles and varying the input area of the fan are discussed as air flow actuators.
The former one is implemented in the full-scale test.
All figures are taken from [19].
4.2.1 Mathematical model
The presented equation of motion concerns heave acceleration only:
mη¨3(t) + Acp0µ(t) = 0 (4.2.1)
and uniform pressure equation:
K1µ˙(t) +K3µ(t)− ρaAcη˙3(t) = −K2∆AL − ρaV˙b,Waves(t) (4.2.2)
where η3 is heave position (the power of three symbols that heave is the third
degree of freedom), total uniform cushion pressure is defined: p = p0(1+µ), there-
fore µ describes dynamic uniform cushion variations around equilibrium pressure
p0. m: total mass of craft, Ac: cushion area, ρa: density of air, ∆AL: controlled
louver leakage and V˙b,Waves(t) is the time rate of cushion volume pumping due to
waves. Also: K1 =
ρaAchb
γ
(
1+ pa
p0
) K2 = ρacn
√
2p0
ρa
K3 =
ρaQ0
2
− ρa
(
∂Q
∂p
)
p0
Where hb is height of cushion, γ is ratio of specific heats of air, pa atmospheric
pressure, cn is orifice coefficient.
4.2.2 State space model
˙¯z = Az¯ + b¯AL + c¯V˙b,Waves (4.2.3)
where
z¯ =
[
η˙3
µ
]
b¯ =
[
0
b
]
c¯ =
[
0
c
]
A =
[
0 −g
a1 a2
]
(4.2.4)
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and
a1 =
ρaAc
K1
a2 =
−K3
K1
b =
−K2
K1
c =
−ρa
K1
(4.2.5)
Where Ki (i=1,2,3) is defined on the previous page.
4.2.3 Louver Area Leakage Control Design
Since (A, B) is controllable, Kaplan suggests the following commanded change in
leakage:
∆AL,Controlled =
[
kˆ1 kˆ2
]
z¯ = kˆ1η˙3 + kˆ2µ (4.2.6)
where
kˆ1 =
k1
b
kˆ2 =
k2
b
(4.2.7)
where k1 and k2 are the control parameters which can be found by trial and error.
4.2.4 Fan Blade Angle Control Design
Another possibility for controlling heave motion is fan blade angle control. This
approach controls the pitch angle of the fan blades while the fan runs at constant
speed. Increasing blade pitch angle corresponds to an increase in air inflow to the
cushion.
The following figure shows a typical pressure versus flow rate for various blade
angles:
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Figure 4.3: Air inflow (Qin) vs. cushion pressure (pc) for various blade angles [19]
For the purpose of the presented results in figure 4.3. As one can see, the
curves has the same basic slope but different flow value for different blade angles.
The coherence can be described as one equilibrium and one dynamic in flow rate:
Qin = Q0 +
(
∂Q
∂p
)
p0µ (4.2.8)
When using blade angle control for active damping of vertical acceleration, Kaplan
claims that this only influence the equilibrium flow rate Q0. Thus, the represen-
tation of the fan flow into the cushion using fan blade control yields:
Qin = Q0
(
1 +
∆α
αref
)
+
(
∂Q
∂p
)
0
p0µ (4.2.9)
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where αref is the reference blade angle about which angle the changes take place
and ∆α is the change in the fan blade angle. ∆α equals zero at the equilibrium
point.
According to [16] mass rate out of the cushion:
m˙out = ρaQout = ρaQ0 +
1
2
K2AL0µ+K2∆AL (4.2.10)
Where AL0 and ∆AL is respectively mean and dynamic leakage area and ρaQ0 =
K2AL0
Total mass rate:
m˙cushion = ρa (Qin −Qout)
= K2AL0
∆α
αref
−K3µ−K2∆AL (4.2.11)
Except for the scenario where there are no commanded leakage (i.e. ∆AL = 0) the
quantity AL0
∆α
αref
is essentially equivalent to the controlled leakage area change if
the sign of the control gains is reversed.
In other words, any wanted louver control contribution will be equivalent to the
present fan blade angle control except for the sign change of the control gains.
4.2.5 Fan Area Control Design
While Kaplan wrote his paper in 1974 a new way of altering the fan airflow was
presented [22]. This technique is introduced by Kaplan and of great interest since
the actual implementation of fan control in this master thesis is based on this
technology. This type of fan control is still highly relevant today, along with a
secondary option: controlling a valve on the outflow tube(a pipeline from fan to
cushion) [4]
By varying the fan inlet area, the output air flow is therefore altered. Instead
of controlling pitch blade angle (∆α) one wish to alter the inlet area (∆A).
The controlled command signal is given in a same manner as the fan blade ap-
proach:
∆A
Aref
= − [kˆ1 kˆ2] [η˙3µ
]
(4.2.12)
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Using this approach one can specify desired air outflow by defining the input area
as percentage of openness. The figure below shows a typical effect out flow effect
based on %openness.
Figure 4.4: Air inflow (Qin) vs. cushion pressure (pc) for varying the fan inlet area
4.3 Sørensen & Egeland - Design of RCS for a
SES using Dissipative Control
Asgeir J. Sørensen (with guidance from O. Egeland) presents a RCS for active
damping of heave and pitch accelerations [12]. In this comprehensive full-scale
experiment using a 35 meter, 150 ton SES , Sørensen and Egeland were able to
neglect vertical motions using dissipative control. Special attentions is given to
actuator and sensor placement. The work shows how to collocation has a major
impact on stability and performance. Sørensen and Egeland shows the importance
of including the acoustic nodes that occur due to the cushion spatial pressure vari-
ations. Note that the control system involves a vessel in moderate/high speed,
unlike this thesis.
Figure 4.5 shows the results. Note that the figure also covers a third resonance
frequency (acoustic mode 2), approximately 8Hz.
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Figure 4.5: A. J Sørensen and O. Egelands damping of vertical accelerations. Full
scale power spectra [12]
.
The results had been highly innovative. Previous ride control systems derived
by Kaplan and Davies [17] was based on the assumption that the dominating
contribution to the cobblestone effects was induced by uniform cushion pressure
alone. Thus, excluding pitch contribution to vertical accelerations.
(. . . ) Their work was based on the assumption that the major part
of the wave-induced loads from the sea was imparted to the craft as
dynamic uniform air pressure acting on the wet-deck, while a minor
part of the wave-induced loads from the sea was imparted to the craft
as dynamic water pressure acting on the side-hulls.
- Asgeir J. Sørensen [12]
Kaplan and Davis [17] proved the importance of the first eigenmode (mode 0),
while Steen, Sørensen and Faltinsen [23], [18] showed the importance of including
the acoustic standing wave effects (mode 1,2..n), where the increasing number
inhabits a smaller power spectrum.
4.3.1 Mathematical model
The dynamic heave motion system is given in eq. (18) - (21) in [19]. This process
system include heave equation:
(m+ A33)η¨3(t) + b33η˙3(t) + C33η3(t)− Acp0µu(t) = F e3 (t) (4.3.1)
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And pitch equation:
(I + A55)η¨5(t) +B55η˙5(t) + C55η5 − 2p0b
∑
j=1,3,...
(
L
jpi
)2
p˙j(t) = F
e
5 (t) (4.3.2)
Where m is vessel mass, ηk is the k‘th DOF, Ac is cushion area. Uniform cushion
pressure is defined: Pc = P0(1 +µ), where µ describes dynamic cushion variations.
Aii and Bii is respectively the hydrodynamic added-mass coefficient and water
wave radiation damping coefficient. Cii is the hydrostatic term found by integrat-
ing over the water-plane area of the side hulls.
F ek is hydrodynamic excitation force (or moment if k > 3) in the k‘th DOF. These
are derived from hydrodynamic loads on the side hulls.
For pitch equation: I55 is the moment of inertia around the y-axis, L is ship
length and pj=1,3...(t) describes spatial pressure at odd modes.
4.3.2 State space model:
The dynamic system can be written in standard state space form:
x˙(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Ev(t) (4.3.3)
y(t) = Cx(t) (4.3.4)
Where x(t) is the state space vector:
x(t) = [η3 η5 η˙3 η˙5 µu p1 p2 ... pk p˙1 p˙1 ... p˙k]
T (4.3.5)
u(t) is the r-dimensional control input vector:
u(t) = [u0(t) u1(t) ... ur(t)]
T (4.3.6)
where r denotes the number of louvers and:
ui(t) = ∆A
RCS
i (xsi, t) (4.3.7)
is the current controlled area leakage from louver i, longitudinal positioned at xsi
at time t.
v(t) is the process and wave disturbance vector:
v(t) = [F e3 , F
e
5 , V˙0, V˙1, ..., V˙k]
T (4.3.8)
Where V˙i(t) for i = 0,1,2,...,k is wave volume pumping and i is the i‘th mode.
Thus, i = 0 is the uniform mode while the rest denotes the accustic volume wave
pumping. This is an effect that alters the volume with time because of the wave
motion in the cushion area and the varying heave motion.
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4.3.3 Control system design:
It is shown that the pair (A,B) is controllable and (A,C) is observable, thus the
dynamical system can be presented as:
y(s) = Hp(s)u(s) + Hdv(s) = yu(s) + yv(s) (4.3.9)
Hp(s) = C(sIn −A)−1B (4.3.10)
Hd(s) = C(sIn −A)−1E (4.3.11)
where
In is the n x n identity matrix.
Lemma 1 in [12] and corresponding proof shows that A have negative real parts.
Lemma 2 and corresponding proof shows that the process operator Hp is passive.
Therefore the controller is defined as a linear time-invariant operator Hc between
the input y and output uc, thus:
uc(s) = Hc(s)y(s) (4.3.12)
Hc(s) = Gp (4.3.13)
where
Gp = diag[gpi] > 0 is a constant diagonal feedback gain matrix.
Also note that the controller is not a tracking problem. The control system tries
to achieve p0 which the dynamics are linearized about. Also zero spatial pressure
is the desired reference for the acoustic modes.
Sørensen & Egeland presents following feedback system (Theorem 1 [12]):
y = yu + yv (4.3.14)
u = −uc =−Hcy (4.3.15)
The system proves to be Lm2 stable and since Hd, Hp and Hc is linear, L
m
2 stability
is equivalent to Lm∞ (BIBO) stability.
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4.4 Air Cushion Adaptive Disturbance Cancella-
tion of Reduction of Wave Induced Motion
of Ramp-Connected Ships
The studies made by Basturk, Doblack and Krstic considers relative large cargo
transfer (such as motor vehicles etc..) in high sea states over a ramp from the
T-Craft to a LMSR vessel. The work is based modeling, simulation and computa-
tional tools such as Matlab, Aegir and Rhino.
The T-Craft is also developed by Umoe, Mandal and has characteristic of both a
SES and an Air Cushion Vehicle (ACV). The work made by Krstic et al has strong
similarities to this thesis but differs from the ramp connection and pitch control
which this thesis does not cover.
The control system is divided between two cases; the ships are oriented side by side
and in a bow to stern vessel configuration. This review will cover the former one
since it only deals with heave motion and that the required two separate pressure
chambers has shown high tendency to be torn off during high vessel velocity [4].
An adaptive back-stepping method has been implemented to regulate the pres-
sure in the air cushion. The heave dynamics are based on Sørensen and Egeland
work in [12]:
(m+ A33)η¨33(t) +B33η˙33(t) + C33ηt− Acpc = F e3 (t) (4.4.1)
Where η33 is the ships heave position. The remaining terms are explained in sec-
tion 4.2.1.
Along with this thesis, the control difficulties arises due to the unmeasured wave
disturbance. Using [24] the scaled unknown wave is represented as:
v =
F e3
(m+ A33)
= θT z (4.4.2)
Using the states (similar to this project):
x =
[
η3
η˙3
]
(4.4.3)
Where η3 denote heave position. The following state space modeled is used:
x˙ = Ax+BPc + b0v (4.4.4)
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Basturk, Doblack and Krstic presents the adaptive proportional/derivative (PD)
air cushion controller:
Pc =
(m+ A33)
Ac
(Kx− θˆT zˆ) (4.4.5)
Where θˆT , zˆ is the estimate of θT and z. K is controller gain R2x2.
Using Lyapunov stability, the following update law is chosen:
˙ˆ
θ = γzbT0 PX (4.4.6)
The positive definite matrix P R2x2 is a solution of the matrix equation
(A+BK)TP + P (A+BK) = −2I (4.4.7)
The system shows excellent results but suffer from the lack of actuator imple-
mentation / saturation. Documentation of Basturk and Doblack implementation
and simulation runs can be found in [20].
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Chapter 5
Software Tools
The programs that has been used during this (and previous) master thesis is Vessel
Simulator (VeSim) [1] and Simulator Visualization (SimVis) [25].
VeSim and SimVis are both plug-ins for the integrated ship design tool named
”ShipX”. ShipX [26] along with the plug-ins are developed at Marintek, NTNU
[27].
”The basic idea behind ShipX is to make a platform that inte-
grates all kinds of hydrodynamic analysis into an integrated design
tool. ShipX is built upon a STEP-compatible product model imple-
mented in an easily extendable database. The database stores ship ge-
ometries with related results, which can be generated by calculations or
by model testing. By removing the need for file format conversions and
re-entering of input for each new program, systematic design studies
using highly advanced hydrodynamic analysis tools is fully possible.”
A summary from the ShipX information page [26]
A requirement for running VeSim is pre-simulation calculations. This ensures
that the simulation can be run in real time or faster. These calculations are done
by another ShipX plugin called VERES (Vessel Responses) [2]. VERES calculates
ship motions and loads for a mono or multi-hull at varying vessel speed. The
motion includes displacements, velocities and accelerations.
By specifying relevant vessel properties (hull, weight, cg etc..) one can achieve
accurate vessel behavior for different sea states. VERES only need to run once
before simulation.
Advanced wave, current and wind models are implemented (in VeSim) provok-
ing any desired sea state.
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5.1 VeSim
Running the ShipX plugin VeSim looks something like this:
Figure 5.1: VeSim browser window
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The blue column to the left is the list of all active federates. The browser en-
ables simulator monitoring and modifying. Note that the figure does not represent
the final design.
(a) Command window for printout (b) Sending an attribute (current area leakage from lou-
vers) from the LouverFederate to AirCushionFederate
via the CSI bus
Figure 5.2:
Another tool for verification is printout to the command window displayed in
figure 5.2(a). The printout is ordered from the java files.
Figure 5.2(b) shows how the federates communicate with each other through a fed-
erate file (federation.xml). This is an example of how the atttribute A L Louvers
is sent from the LouverFederate to the CushionFederate. CushionFederate sub-
scribe to LouverFederate. LouverFederate registers its own parameter making it
reachable for all other federates. The attribute is sent via the CSI bus.
At the bottom of the figure one can observe the corresponding java calls.
5.2 SimVis
SimVis is ShipX simulation visualization:
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Figure 5.3: SimVis with the simple hull from Case1\ 1. The arrows are dynamic
and shows which forces that are acting on the vessel‘s center of gravity.
5.3 System setup
1) Install ShipX to program files. On the first ShipX run, VeSim and SimVis will
be downloaded as plugins. Put these two folders in C:\marintek. Also install Net-
Beans and java jdk 1.7 or newer (or 1.6 is also good enough) 32 bit, not 64 bit!
2) On the thesis enclosure CD-ROM find and copy the folder: SESFederate
3) Create and put this folder in C:\
4) Open NetBeans, File → open project → locate C:\SESFederate→ ok
5) When asked for Reference Problems do this: Resolve Problem → Resolve →
locate C:\marintek \VeSim\lib and add all the needed jar files.
6) Make a shortcut to:
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C: \SESFederate\ShipX\root\Fle71D3F37A\XShip4D3E66D0\LoaCE7F6599\runs
\RunCB9EC2B6\input
7) From this folder (the shortcut) you will find the files ”VeSim - start simulation”
and ”SimVis - start visualization”. This folder will also contain the federation xml
file. Inside the subfolder Case1 1 one will find hull geometry, fan characteristic and
other files that specifying Case1 1. Inside another subfolder ”ShipX” on will find
the pre-simulation calculations made by VERES.
8) All the java files are located in C:\SESFederate\src folder is available for edit-
ing. The library (standard VeSim) files are not.
9) If questions or problems, feel free to contact me on oeyvind.auestad@gmail.com
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Chapter 6
The Existing Model at Project
Takeover
This section will describe what was handed over by Trygve H. Espeland. It is a
summary made in order to describe the most important aspects concerning the
SES model in VeSim. The creation of the SES-model is Espelands project and
master thesis at NTNU [3].
The ultimate goal for the SES model is to send the induced air cushion forces
and moment to the marintek developed Vessel federation, where it will be added
along with the hydrodynamic forces acting on the vessel:
Figure 6.1:
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6.1 Introduction
This section will describe the linear theory implemented by Espeland when creat-
ing the SES-model. The implementation is based on Faltinsen (see [6]) equations
for cushion dynamics. (Eq. (6.5.1) - (6.5.5) )
The results presented by Espeland has shown very good resemblance to a real SES
[3].
Note that Espelands main java class (which is his only federate class) called SES-
Federate has changed name to AirCushion. And the old AirCushion java class has
changed name to AirCushionGeometry.
The overpressure in the air cuhsion is given by:
pc(t) = pu(t) + psp(t) (6.1.1)
Where pu(t) is uniform overpressure and psp(t) is spatial overpressure. Espelands
SES-model is simplified by neglecting the spatial pressure variations. According to
Wines et. al. [28] this assumption shows very good agreement for heave motions
but degenerating results for the pitch motion during high vessel speed. However,
this thesis deals with a system at zero speed. In this situation, all longitudinal
pressure differations are extremely small [4]. Therefore, at all practical con-
siderations, a uniform pressure modell is considered very accurate.
Spatial pressure variations will therefore not be implemented in this SES model,
but are discussed in 4.1 - Cobblestone Effects page 18.
Finding the uniform pressure pc(t) = pu(t) is the ultimate goal in order to cal-
culate the forces acting on the vessel. Once this is calculated, the 6 DOF forces
(surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw) are found by integrating the dry area of
the air cushion multiplied with this pc(t).
6.2 Cushion Volume
The enclosed air cushion volume Ω is numerically calculated for each time step
(0.05s). The SES federate (Case1 1.AirCushion) gets vessel motion and wave el-
evation as input from other VeSim federations. Respectively Case1 1.Vessel and
Case1 1.Wave:
Ω(t) =
∫∫
Ac
hc(x, y) + η3(t) + yη4(t)− xη5(t)iT − ζ(x, y, t)dA (6.2.1)
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Figure 6.2: The federate class AirCushion gets motion and wave elevation as input
from the CSI bus and calculates cushion volume
Where ηi correspond to the i-th DOF which is sent from the Vessel federate to the
federate java class called AirCushion via the CSI bus.
T and ζ are respectively draught and wave elevation fetched likewise from the
Wave federate. See figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Definition for volume(Ω) calculations, [9](a)
6.3 Cushion inflow - Fan
As mentioned in section 2 page 5, the air inflow into the air cushion(Qin) is due
to fan(s).
Qin(t) = Q0 +QinDyn(t) (6.3.1)
Where Q0 is the mean air flow static rate, and QinDyn is the dynamic contribution.
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6.4 Cushion outflow - Passive leakage under demi-
hull, seals and between demi-hull and seals
The air outflow (Qout(t) through total passive leakage area AL(t) which is shortened
down for AreaLeakage) is estimated by the formula:
Qout(t) = cnAL(t)
√
2pc
ρa
= cnAL(t)
√
2p0(1 + µu(t))
ρa
(6.4.1)
Where cn ∈ [0, 1] is a correction term for orifice, pc is cushion pressure and µu ∈
[0, 1] is dynamic uniform varying overpressure coefficient. Remember that spatial
pressure differences (µsp) are neglected. The calculation of µu is the calculation of
the cushion behavior, since:
Pc = P0(1 + µu) (6.4.2)
Where p0 is known. Section 6.5 will describe this calculation.
The sub-sections below describes how the leakage area (AL) is found.
6.4.1 Leakage under hull
In large sea states one can experience leakage under the demi-hull (the two side
hulls). However, in smaller and medium sea states this will not happen.
The lowest point on the hull is checked for leakage (see figure 6.4. If several
coordinates are equally low, the one closest to the center line is used, this node is
defined as cushion.localyCoord[secNr][0], se the figure. This position responds to
the border between the air cushion and the hull.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: Hull section
The algorithm iterates through each section. If the described node is above wa-
ter line the submergence will be calculated. That is the vertical gap between water
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line and the described hull node. Submergence = cushion.localyCoord[secNr][0] –
draught + water level height difference (see fig 2.4).
If this leakage exist the sections static leak area:
A = Submergence · dx (6.4.3)
Where dx is the width of the section in longitudinal direction. The static leakage
is only called initially, assume zero wave propagation and cover leakages that occur
if you lift the entire vessel above draft (useful for testing).
Instantously leakage occur if a wave propagation lifts the demi-hull allowing leak-
age to occur out of the cushion. If a hull node (like described in the section above)
is found to be above the water, this sections instant leakage will be:
Leakage+ = leakDistance · dL (6.4.4)
Where leakDistance = min(submergence, cushion.localyCoord[secNr][0]), and
dL is the sections length. (There are a total of 30 sections in longitudinal direction
(x-direction) that describes the hull.)
6.4.2 Forces acting on the seal and seal leakage
During the writing of this thesis, Umoe Mandal hired MingKang Wu from MARIN-
TEK to improve the dynamics of the stern (bag) and front seal. This modification
was done in order to include seal leakage and forces acting on the vessel. The for-
mer is created for realistic lekages at zero velocity and the latter did not pre-exist.
However, the leakage that (can) occur under the hull remained unchanged. For
documention of this work see [29].
6.5 Air Cusion equations
Three equations must be satisfied in order to calculate the cushion pressure. The
rate of air mass which is m˙ = m˙in−m˙out and the adiabatic relation PV γ = constant,
where the air is treated as ideal gas. The last equation is air out flow (Qout) eq.
6.4.1. Qin is fetched directly from and according to the fan characteristic file.
1. Continuity equation for the air mass inside cushion using the chain rule:
m˙ =
d
dt
(ρcΩ) = ρ˙cΩ + ρcΩ˙ = ρa(Qin −Qout) (6.5.1)
Where ρa and ρc is respectively atmospheric density of air and air cushion,
Q is cushion air flow rate and Ω is enclosed air cushion volume.
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2. Adiabatic equation relating pressure and mass density:
p(t)
p0 + pa
=
(
ρc
ρa
)γ
(6.5.2)
Where pa, p0 and p(t) is respectively atmospheric, mean overpressure and
total instantaneous air cushion pressure. Using eq (6.5.3) & (6.1.1) and
neglecting spatial pressure we get:
p(t) = pa + pc = pa + p0(1 + µu) (6.5.3)
The air pressure flow rate in and out is described and is calculated for every iter-
ation. As far as it concerns, these cushion equations that Espelands implemented
are the same except for the additional louver leakage area (A L Louvers). Re-
writing eq. (6.4.1) yields:
Qout(t) = A
∗
√
2pc(t)
ρa
= A∗
√
2p0(1 + µu(t))
ρa
(6.5.4)
where
A∗ = cn(AL Passive + AL Louvers) (6.5.5)
Using Taylor Expansion on Qout(t) with respect to µu(t) around eq. point zero
yields:
Qout(t) ≈ A∗
√
2p0
pa
+
1
2
A∗
√
2p0
pa
µu(t) (6.5.6)
By dividing total leakage into a static and a dynamic term we get:
A∗ = A∗Stat + A
∗
Dyn(t)
= AL PassiveStat + AL PassiveDyn(t) + AL LouversStat + AL LouversDyn(t)
(6.5.7)
In static equilibrium condition (steady state) we have that Qin = Qout and µu = 0.
Using this on eq. (6.5.4) yields:
Q0 = A
∗
Stat
√
2p0
ρa
⇒ A∗Stat = Q0
√
ρa
2p0
(6.5.8)
Using eq. (6.5.8) in eq. (6.5.6) yields:
Qout(t) ≈
(
Q0
√
ρa
2p0
+ A∗Dyn
)√
2p0
ρa
+ 1
2
(
A∗Stat + A
∗
Dyn
)√
2p0
ρa
µu(t)
= Q0 + A
∗
Dyn
√
2p0
ρa
+ 1
2
A∗
√
2p0
ρa
µu(t)
(6.5.9)
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Inserting this into the continuity equation 6.5.1 for air mass and using that QDyn =
Qin −Q0 yields:
ρa
(
QinDyn(t)− A∗Dyn
√
2p0
ρa
− 1
2
A∗
√
2p0
ρa
)
=
dpc
dt
Ω + ρc
dΩ
dt
(6.5.10)
dpc
dt
is fetched from the adiabatic eq. 6.5.2. Re writing this yields:
ρc = ρa
(
1 +
µu(t)p0
p0 + pa
) 1
µ
(6.5.11)
Taylor expanding and differentiating with respect to time:
dρc
dt
=
ρap0
ρa(p0 + pa)
dµu
dt
(6.5.12)
Combining (6.5.12) and (6.5.10) (where ρa can be crossed out, Espeland made a
calculation error here) yields :
QinDyn(t)−A∗Dyn
√
2p0
ρa
− 1
2
A∗
√
2p0
ρa
=
p0
γ(p0 + pa)
µ˙u+(1+
µu(t)p0
γ(p0 + pa)
)Ω˙ (6.5.13)
Can be re-written as:
µ˙u + Aµu(t) = B (6.5.14)
Where Ω˙ = Ωk−Ωk−1
dt
, dt is sampling time (0.05s) and the only unknown is µu(t).
Espelands solves this equation in his report p. 28.
6.6 Essential manner of operation
This is the essential parts that take place every time step, post initialization.
While (running):
1) Calculate the enclosed cushion volume
2) Calculate total cushion leakage
3) Look up airflow from fan
4) Use results from 1) to 4) to solve air cushion pressure: pc = p0(1 +my)
5) Calculate the forces (6 DOF) acting on the cushion, by integrate dry cushion
area multiplied with pc.
6) Calculate and add viscous forces (if enabled) to the calculated cushion forces.
7) Send the 6 DOF forces (plus the point of attack coordinate) to the Vessel
federation
End
For further details see [3].
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6.7 Input/Output Diagram for the Java classes
Figure 6.5: Input/Output Diagram for the Java classes at project takeover
Chapter 7
Solution - Heave Control System
A louver and a fan system with saturation limits have been designed and imple-
mented in order to supply the air cushion with realistic air flows. The actuators
receive desired actuator position (controller louver/fan pos) from the heave con-
troller.
The diagrams below will illustrate the larger picture of the system:
7.1 Heave control system diagrams
Figure 7.1: VeSim Architecture
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Figure 7.2: Heave Control System
Figure 7.2 describes the implemented system. The MRU is a default federate
included in VeSim.
The federate java class AirCusion (name changed from SESFederate) made by Es-
peland has been highly modified. This include simplification of the code, strongly
shortened down main loop, dividing code into separate functions and classes. The
code is now more readable.
The remaining federate-boxes have been made by the author of this thesis.
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7.2 The Louver System
The louver system is one of the two cushion air flow actuators. The louver ac-
tively emit air flow out of the air cushion (Qout [
m3
s
]). The louver is implemented
in Louver.java (see the enclosure) which is a federate class (allowing it to send and
receive attributes to other federate classes).
As mentioned; previously there were no louvers implemented in the model. The
only cushion air leakages that occurred at project-takeover, was leakages under
stern seal, bow seal, hull and between stern seal and hull. The louver system work
procedure:
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Figure 7.3: Input / Output for louver federate
Initially or on system update:
I Valve sends a numerical value describing the maximum leakage area possible
(A L Louver Max). This value is sent to the Heave Controller
For each iteration:
II The Louver system receives what position the louver should be set to (con-
trolled louver pos). This position is requested by the heave controller.
III Places the louver pins (or blades) to the demanded position but with a lag
(or delay) depending on current pin position. (Saturation of air flow).
IV When the louver blades are in position, the current leakage area is calculated
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and sent to the cushion dynamic equations which is inside the federate class
AirCushion.java.
The VeSim browser window (see section 5 - Software Tools page 31 or section
7.2.1) visualizes the maximum area leak value (A L Louver Max). This value
corresponds to the physical maximal leakage area that can occur. Therefore one
can experiment with different louver sizes while observing the corresponding effect
on the vessel online.
Definition 2. louver pos = 0 corresponds to a fully closed louver system. Louver
blades pointing downwards, blocking all air leakage.
louver pos = 100 corresponds to a fully open louver system. Louver blades pointing
outwards of air cushion, allowing maximum air leakage.
The effect of altering A L Louver Max is visible through heave control.
Starting with the control point at the top of a wave: The larger maximum louver
area available, the sooner the cushion can empty itself for air until one has reached
the bottom of the wave. Thus, allowing a larger Qout [
m3
s
] corresponds to a larger
damping of vertical motion. How much can air can you let out while the wave is
decreasing? And visa versa starting the control point at the bottom of a wave.
If it’s not already clear, this brings us to the fundamental job for the louver sys-
tem at wind-mill docking position. When the control point (center of gravity or
wet-deck at the bow) is in equilibrium position, the louvers (along with the fan) is
at mean value position which corresponds to louver pos = 50. This will always be
true since the equilibrium point or control reference point is found by actuating
the fan and louvers to the mean position. At this position the louver air leakage
equals:
A L Louvers =
A L Louver Max
2
(7.2.1)
The same principle yields for the fan system, only here Q in = Q inCharacteristic
2
which will be explained later.
When the control point reaches the top of an any given wave, it is desired that the
louvers are at a maximum gap giving a maximum air leakage (louver pos = 100)
working against the increased heave position caused by the wave propagation. An
adaptive control system is therefore required. This will be discussed later.
Contrary, at the bottom of the wave one wants to increase the control points heave
position, leaving the louvers at zero gap (louver pos = 0). A closed louver along
with a running fan results in an increased cushion volume and increased heave
position.
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7.2.1 Louver Federate Interface
The louver system was created in order to perform motion control, but also to
make the air flow (into the cushion equation, see eq. 6.5.13) as realistic as pos-
sible. The situation at project take-over involved leakage that did not possess a
proper source. All leakage are now calculated either from the louver, under &
between seals and hull.
When designing the Wave Craft, it is desired to try out different solution for
louver design. This concern varying the physical size and the number of louvers
and see the results in the simulation. At docking mode (as well as in transfer
mode), one must possess enough leakage area capacity in order to perform satis-
factory heave damping.
Since this SES-model only concern cushion uniform pressure variations, the lou-
vers doesn’t possess any longitudinal (or latidunial) position in the cushion. The
model only considers the total leakage area out of the cushion.
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Figure 7.4: The Louver Federate interface in VeSim
The figure above shows the louver federate interface. The two first param-
eters are self-explanatory. The third is defining the actuator delay described in
section 7.5.1 - Actuator saturation, page 68. The three first attributes are also
self-explanatory but note that A L Louvers denotes current total leakage area
from all valves, while the other two describes properties of each single louver.
The next three are default time attributes and doesn’t concern the louver fed-
erate itself.
The last two attributes respectively describes what position (from 0 - 100) the
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louver should be in (in order to damp heave motion) and the actual louver po-
sition at current time step. The difference between these two correspond to the
parameter ”open close actuator delay” described in section 7.5.1.
7.2.2 Contraction of air flow out from the air cushion
The contraction of air flow (cn) is a function of leakage area and shape. It involves
all leakage which mainly is the louver leakage. The passive leakage is a lot smaller
than louver leakage. The value is assumed constant for all leakages, but changes
whenever one change the physics of the actuator and design pressure (P0). The
software will automaticly calculate the contraction value.
The contraction value is vital in order to keep the cushion equation valid.
Remember that the total air flow out is:
Qout = cn(AL Louvers + AL Passive)
√
2pc(t)
ρa
(7.2.2)
Where ρa = 1.23 (mass density of air), cn is the contraction of air flow.
At equilibrium (static) air flow there will be approximately zero passive leakage:
Qin = Qout (7.2.3)
Q0 = cn
[
·Number of louvers · AL Louvers Max
2
]√
2p0
ρa
(7.2.4)
Q0 = cn · AL Louvers MEAN
√
2p0
ρa
(7.2.5)
Re-arranging this results in:
cn =
Q0
AL Louvers MEAN
√
2p0
ρa
(7.2.6)
Note that the total number of fans will vary Q0 since Q0 is the sum of each fan at
design pressure p0 [Pascal].
The function that calculats cn is named calculateContraction() was implemented
and put into Calculations.java. The code attributes are named likevise as the
equations above.
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7.3 The Lift Fan System
The lift fan is the second air flow actuator. As opposed to the louver, the lift fan
provide air cushion in flow, Qin [
m3
s
]. The fan is implemented in Fan.java which
is a federate class.
In contrast to simulation done by Kaplan and Sørensen & Egeland; the lift fan
and the air inflow contribution to the cushion is implemented by a nonlinear fan
characteristic table. This characteristic table shows the relation between air flow
into the cushion v.s. current cushion pressure given a constant fan motor speed
(constant rpm). The cushion pressure is calculated every iteration and the corre-
sponding accessible air in-flow from the fan can be directly fetched from the fan
file describing this characteristic. This file can be found in the enclosure at:
SESFederate/Case1.1/Case1 1.fan and the relation is showed in figure 7.5.
The lift fan is typical made by the the lift-fan manufacture.
Figure 7.5 shows that a new (more powerful) lift fan was designed in order to
meet.
Explanation of the term ”fan position”:
Umoe Mandal has successfully experienced with varying the fan inflow area in
order to vary the output air flow. This is explained in section 4.2.5, Fan Area
Control Design - page 23. The variation of the inlet area is physically done by
varying the position of a cone-object in and out towards the fan inlet. For instance,
fan pos = 0 corresponds to the scenario when the cone-object is fully pressed to-
wards the fan inlet area, covering the entire inlet area. Thus the induction zero.
The fan does not receive any air and will not produce any either (the vacuum prin-
ciple). At fan pos = 100 the cone-object is completely pulled out and does not
affect the inlet area. The relationship between fan inlet area and and fan position
is linearized.
One can easily add multiple fans. This benefits the project since Umoe is inter-
esting in trying different design approaches on the Wave Craft.
Fan control has been implemented by varying the fan air-inlet area in order to
obtain heave control. This allows the lift fan to produce airflow between 0 percent
openness and the characteristic airflow (QinCharacteristic which is 100 percent
openness) which is fetched every iteration. This ”percent openness” is in the code
noted as fan pos. The lift fan is running on constant motor speed.
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Figure 7.5: Fan characteristic
Positioning the ”fan choker” has time limitations. An actuator delay and air flow
rate restriction is implemented, see section 7.5.1.
The fan has been divided into a separate federation, and no longer as a java class.
This has been done in order to try to separate the actuator from the software
package that is being developed, making the system as realistic as possible. Figure
7.6 below illustrates this separation principle.
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Figure 7.6: Input / Output diagram for the Fan federate
The lift fan systems essential algorithm visualized in figure 7.6:
I The fan system reads current cushion pressure (pc)
II The fan system looks up the air inflow (Q in) that corresponds to the given
cushion pressure. This value is noted Q in Characteristic and sent to the
controller (HeaveControl).
III The controller can now calculate a desired air in-flow rate. This air flow value
can vary between 0 (controlled fan pos = 0 which correspond to Q in = 0)
and maximum available fan contribution (controller fan pos = 100 which cor-
responds to Q in = Q in Characteristic. Remember that Q in Characteristic
will vary each time step based on current cushion pressure. The controller
sends the attribute controlled fan pos to the fan system.
IV The fan system receives this desired position to be in. A lag occur while
transferring the fan from current(fan pos) to the desired position. This lag
is described in section - 7.5.1 - Actuator saturation.
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V The air flow (Q in) sent from the Fan to AirCushion is based on the current
position of the fan, and not the desired fan position (from the controller)
7.3.1 Fan Federate Interface
Similar to the louver system, the fan does not possess any spatial position of the
fan. The cushion pressure is uniform (as well as a real full-scale SES lying at zero
speed) implying that such a thing would be pointless.
Figure 7.7: The Lift Fan interface in Vesim
The first parameters of figure 7.7 is self-explanatory and the latter one is ex-
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plained in section 7.5.1 - Actuator saturation, p. 68.
Attributes: Remember that Q in characteristic is the air flow value obtained by
looking up in the fan characteristic table showed in figure 7.5. This is the maxi-
mum possible airflow from every single fan, while Q 0 and Q in is total airflow
from all fans. However, the example given in the figure above possesses only one
fan.
fan pos denotes the percent of full air flow effect and this is chosen by the heave
controller.
7.4 Heave Control
An important aspect that seperate this control system from the one discuessed
in section 4 - Control Literature Review, is that the presented thesis controls in
orted to obtain a specific heave position (η3REF ), and not a specific cushion pressure
(pc,REF ).
Figure 7.8: The Wave Craft at zero speed in control mode next to a wind turbine.
The vessel bow is the control point. A video simulating the motion damping can
be found in the DVD enclosure. See ”Wave Craft at turbine.wmv”
This section covers what happens in the HeaveControl federate (HeaveCon-
trol.java) and the state estimation filter (Kalmanfilter.java). Process, control de-
sign and stability will be discussed.
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The diagram below completely describes the input/output attributes for the
heave controller and how the control system works:
Figure 7.9: Heave Control and Kalman filter
The implementation consists of:
1. Hull design described in figure 7.10 with corresponding sea-keeping and re-
sistance calculations performed in VERES.
2. Process plant for the Kalman filter, a double integrator (the equation of
motion).
3. The heave control is performed by a proportional controller.
4. The applied lift fan can be found in figure 7.5.
In his master thesis [3], Espeland presents a simple straight sided shape hull with
corresponding VERES calculations called Case1 1. Separate VERES calculations
were done for the Wave Craft simulation using the specific Umoe Mandal developed
Wave Craft hull.
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(a) Hull model used for VERES calculations and simulation
for the simplified square SES
(b) Main dimensions and data
Figure 7.10: Case1 1 is Espelands hull and sea-keeping calculations [3]
The second simulation case is the Wave Craft. and corresponding hull and
VERES calculations. Details considering these aspects will not be given.
7.4.1 Heave Control Federate Interface
The VeSim browser window for the heave controller:
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Figure 7.11: Heave Control Federate Interface
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The parameters and attributes are explained in the description field..
7.4.2 Mathematical model
The mathematical model is implemented in order to estimate non-measurable
states (η˙3, η¨3) and to reject the noise that lays upon a measurement. A Kalman
filter has been implemented and the only measurement available is heave position.
The result will be illustrated in 8 - Results, figure 8.2 and 8.3.
The equation of motion:
pt = pt−1 + vt−1t+
1
2
att
2 (7.4.1)
vt = vt−1 + att (7.4.2)
where pt, vt and at respectively are position, velocity and acceleration at current
time step t.
Re-writing this to heave, heave rate and heave acceleration, respectively η3t , η˙
3
t
and η¨3t at the control point yields (note that the power to 3 indicates the third
degree of freedom which is heave):
η3t = η
3
t−1 + η˙
3
t−1t+
1
2
η¨3t t
2 (7.4.3)
η˙3t = η˙
3
t−1 + η¨
3
t t (7.4.4)
Also note that the implemented system can change between two control points;
either vessel center of gravity or vessel bow. This change corresponds to position
placement of the MRU-sensor (which is set in the MRU-fedrate) and different
initial heave position.
7.4.3 State space model
The mathematical model can be described on state space form:
x˙ = Ax + Bu (7.4.5)
and measurement equation:
y = Cx (7.4.6)
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x =
[
η3t
η˙3t
]
u = η¨3t A =
[
1 t
0 1
]
B =
[
1
2
t2
t
]
C =
[
1 0
]
(7.4.7)
Thus, it is the heave acceleration η¨t that will used as feedback to the system.
The corresponding discrete time model is simply:
x =
[
η3[k]
η3[k + 1]
]
u = η3[k + 2] A =
[
1 dt
0 1
]
B =
[
1
2
dt2
dt
]
(7.4.8)
The theoretical model in eq. (7.4.6) demands ideal sensors and actuators. This
involves linearity and instantaneous with no noise. The process plant is a dou-
ble integrator based on the equation of motion of the control point (either vessel
bow or CG). Therefore, the process noise involves actuator inaccuracy and wave
propagation disturbance, while a MRU measurement will posses some noise with
a given magnitude.
Kalman filter:
Details considering derivation of the Kalman filter will be given in appendix B.
Given system noise, a Kalman filter produce values that tend to be closer to the
truth than measurements and their associated calculated/predicted values. By
weighting the relationship between predicted and measured states, a Kalman filter
is an optimal state estimator.
The Kalman filter‘s process and measurement noise is assumed to be zero mean
Gaussian white noise.
Consider the following state space model for state prediction:
x˙ = Ax + Bu+ Ew (7.4.9)
y = Cx + v (7.4.10)
Where Ew and v respectively denotes process and measurement error/noise terms
or co-variance matrices. The rest of the terms correspond to the mathematical
model from the former section.
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The standard measurement deviation is defined as (σy) and since the system is a
singel input singel output system:
v = σ2y (7.4.11)
The standard process deviation is defined as (σ2ACC) denoting the magnitude of
the input process noise. Thus, the process noise is defined to appear through the
process input u, therefore one wish to see on the effect this has on the given states
(η3, η˙3. Remember that a co-variance matrix (Q) for a two state system, e.g. the
states are position (p) and velocity (V):
Q =
[
σpσp σpσv
σvσp σvσv
]
(7.4.12)
Therefore, given B =
[
b1
b2
]
:
Ew =
[
b1b1 b1b2
b2b1 b2b2
]
σ2ACC =
[
1
4
dt4 1
2
dt3
1
2
dt3 dt2
]
σ2ACC (7.4.13)
Since the process noise also includes the wave propagation, the final design after
trial and error gave a process deviation six times larger than the measurement
deviation:
σ2ACC = 0.06 (7.4.14)
σ2y = 0.01 (7.4.15)
7.4.4 Controller Design
Last section showed that the Kalman filters input is u = η¨3.
This is successfully implemented by setting a direct but saturated connection be-
tween the heave acceleration and the actuators, where the connection-dynamics
are held by the proportional gain Kp. For instance, opening a louver will excite
a heave acceleration towards the center of the earth (positive z-direction in the
global NED frame). While increasing the lift fan air flow will produce an acceler-
ation upwards (negative z-direction in the global NED frame).
Thus, both actuator inputs are proportional to the heave acceleration, but with
switched signs.
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Finding the connection-dynamics between heave acceleration and actuator is done
by tuning the proportional gain Kp using a trial and error approach. In addition
one must saturate away any non-possible actuator positions. For instance, the
current leakage area can not exceed maximum physical louver area and the fan air
inflow must be non-negative. The input feedback signal u is saturated at both fan
and louver actuator limits, therefore it is important to tune both gains so both the
controlled actuator position is saturating in order to obtain maximum damping
effect. If tuned to high, the vessel will not regain equilibrium position. Figure 8.8
in section 8 illustrates a satisfactory actuator behavior.
The proportional controller where the heave acceleration is proportional to the
actuator position:
error = η3REF − η3est (7.4.16)
u = error (7.4.17)
Next step is to saturate u according to section 7.5.1 - Actuator saturation. u which
is heave acceleration is fed back through the kalman filter.
The actuator input:
uLOUV ER = Kp LOUV ER ∗ u; (7.4.18)
uFAN = −Kp FAN ∗ u; (7.4.19)
Where u louver and u fan is respectively explained in section 7.2 and 7.3.
The result section 8.1 - Process estimating - Kalmanfiltering proves that tha
Kalman filter estimates the states with high precision compared to the true states.
This means that one can easily add a derivative effect to the controller. Along
with the already existing proportional effect, this forms a PD-Controller:
u = η¨3 = [(Kp LOUV ERS +Kp FAN) (Kd LOUV ERS +Kd FAN)]
[
e
e˙
]
(7.4.20)
Where Kp X and Kd X is respectively proportional feedback and derivative gain
and:
e = η3,REF − η3est (7.4.21)
e˙ = η˙3,REF − η˙3est = 0− η˙3est = −η˙3est (7.4.22)
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However, no significant improvement was observed. It was therefore decided to
drop the derivative effect (although the PD-controller is implemented in the code,
but derivative gains are set to zero).
7.4.4.1 Alternative fan control:
At the end of the writing of this thesis, an alternative approach for fan control was
implemented in order to try to achieve better damping effect from the fan. This
effect was achieved. The approach was implemented to decrease complexity and
from observing that the major damping effect was performed by the louvers.
Briefly explained; instead of controlling around the set point Q fanCharacteristic
2
(P0)
the controller uses Q fanCharacteristic(P0) instead. Previously, the controller
finds its equilibrium point by setting both actuators (louver and fan) to 50% ef-
fect. Now in order to find the equilibrium controller point the louver is set 50%
open, while the fan is running at 100% effect. Thus, fan pos = 100 and louver pos
= 50.
This indicate better performance. With the control point (cg or bow) at the
top of a wave the uniform cushion pressure will be at a minimum. At the bottom
of a wave the pressure will be maximized. Remember the fan characteristic figure
(7.5): low cushion pressure corresponds to a high outflow air rate from the fan
(Qin[
m3
s
]), while a high cushion pressure corresponds to a lower outflow air rate
from the fan.
Therefore, the most important job performed by fan control is to choke the fan at
a wave top, where the air-flow is maximized (on a wave top one wants to decrease
the heave position).
With the control point is at the bottom of a wave, the pressure will be large, thus
the fan outflow low. While one wants to increase its heave position, not much
effect is gained from the fan. Therefore it is better to have the fan positioned at
full effect (fan pos = 100).
Another aspect was changed. Prior to this the change, the fan control is described
as (for simplicity, not showing derivative effect):
Qin =
QinCharacteristic
2
+ uFAN (7.4.23)
(Remember that QinCharactersitic changes every iteration) and:
uFAN = Kp FAN(η
3
REF − η3) (7.4.24)
The controller is now changed to follow the exact complimentery value of the louver
position. The fan actuator is at the complete oposite position as louver actuator.
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For instance when the louver is at 63% openess, the fan gives 37% of maximal
effect. Using this along with the new set point as specified above has showed great
improvement. The new way of controlling the fan is to look up the louver position
according to the following figure:
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Figure 7.12: New fan controller which is applied in the latter result section 8.6
and discussed in section 8.5 - Alternative set point for fan control page 80.
To sum up the alternative control structure:
u = K · error = K · e (7.4.25)
Where K is a scalar and the error as described above. Then one must saturate u
according to section 7.5.1 - Actuator saturation. The louver position yields:
louver pos = 100
(
AL Louver MAX
2
+ u
AL Louver MAX
)
(7.4.26)
fan pos is calculated according to figure 7.12:
fan pos = f(x) = 100 · H[50− x] + (100− 2 · (x− 50)) · H[x− 50] (7.4.27)
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Where x is the louver position and H[x] is the heaviside step function:
H =

0 x < 0
1
2
x = 0
1 x > 0
(7.4.28)
A positive aspect with the alternative control structure versus the former is that
it is easier to tune and decreases complexity. A negative aspect is that both the
actuators can’t be utilitized at fully effect at the same time.
Thus, if the louver leakage area has reached its maximum value, and this corre-
sponds to louver position = 100, then fan position will equal zero, even tough it
could be favourable to obtain small but low air inflow. Earlier the two actuators
where independant of each other. Now they are dependant. It is important to
discuss and test both these setups due to these important pros and cons.
7.4.5 Stability properties
Based on a Kalman filter that follows the true state solution (heave position and
heave velocity) see figure 8.2 and 8.3. This figure shows the accuracy based on
only a noisy heave position measurement available. Since the filter shows such sat-
isfying results the stability properties of the closed loop system will be discussed.
Since the process input is proportional to the actuator input, the analyse is done
using superposition on the fan and louver controller, simply using u = K · error.
The frequency response for the closed loop system is:
y(s) = H(s)r = H(s)xREF1 (7.4.29)
Where
xREF1 = η
3
REF (7.4.30)
H(s) =
1
2
Kdt2
s2(1− dt) + 1
2
Kdt2 − 1 (7.4.31)
The derivation of this expression can be found in appendix D.
Plotting the Bode diagram for H and using Gardner 2005, chapter 4.6.2 that
states that the closed loop system is stable when the gain-crossover frequency is
less than 1 (0 dB). Gardner also states: ”..It is possible that the phase crossovers
could occur at more than one frequency..”
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Figure 7.13: The figure shows stability for proportional gain (K) that is less than
1000. For K < 1000, the phase is constant at -180◦ and has a negative gain for all
frequencies.
Thus, the system is stable for K < 1000.
7.5 Actuator saturation and limitations
In order to make the model as realistic as possible, actuator lag or delay has been
implemented. The method is the same for both louver and fan.
7.5.1 Actuator saturation
In order to avoid either a leakage area that exceeds the specified maximum louver
size, or a fan inflow that exceeds behavior according to the fan characteristic,
actuator saturation is implemented. The saturation also provide a realistic control
input to the Kalman filter (heave acceleration: u = η¨3). Remember that the
dynamics between this control input(u) and the change of actuator position, for
instance the louver change area is held within the proportional gain (K p).
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1 // Saturation
double sat_louver = A_L_Louver_Max / (2* K_p_louver );
3 double sat_fan = Q_in_characteristic /( K_p_fan );
if (u > sat_louver ){
5 u = sat_louver;
}else if(u < -sat_louver ){
7 u = -sat_louver;
}else if(u > sat_fan ){
9 u = sat_fan;
}else if(u < - sat_fan ){
11 u = - sat_fan;
}
The saturation principle for the two saturation cases are identical. For instance,
let’s discuss the louver case.
Section 7.4.4 - Controller Design introduced the louver controller:
uLouver = Kp Louver · u (7.5.1)
Where u (see saturation code above) is the input to the process equation and
Kalman filter. The air leakage out of the cushion is defined as:
AL Louver =
AL Louver Max
2
+ uLouver (7.5.2)
The leakage area saturation is:
0 ≤ AL Louver ≤ AL Louver Max (7.5.3)
Inserting eq. 7.5.1 and 7.5.2 into 7.5.3 yields:
−AL Louver Max
2 ·Kp Louver ≤ u ≤
AL Louver Max
2 ·Kp Louver (7.5.4)
As the code above indicates. The leakage area will not concede actual louver size
and the process input u = η¨3 is restricted.
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7.5.2 Actuator lag - restriction of cushion air flow rate
Figure 7.14: Actuator lag between requested actuator position (from controller)
and actual actuator position. Each line is the same time step.
The delay itself is specified in a parameter that is found in both the actuator feder-
ations and is set independent of each other in LouverFederate.java and FanFeder-
ate.java. This parameter defines the actuators total ”closed to open” time-period
and vice versa. Thus, the time it takes to go from an open actuator to a closed one
(closed louver to open louver, or a completely choked fan to a non-choked-fan..).
The implemented algorithm observes what position the actuator was in last it-
eration and figures out how long time it will take to put it to the wanted position.
The coherence is a linear. For example, say the open-close actuator lag is 0.5 sec-
onds then if the actuator is at zero position (closed louvers or fully choked fan(s))
and controller suddenly demanded actuator position 15, the lag would be:
d = open close actuator delay·|louver pos−controlled louver pos|
100
= 0.5·|(0−15)|
100
= 0.075s
(7.5.5)
While the delay is in progress, that is the actual actuator position has not reached
the position demanded by the controller, the previously achieved actuator position
is the applicable position. This is a good assumption since the actuator position
rate will change in coherence with the state error (x − xreference). This results
in a continuous process as figure 7.14 proves, which again results in a smooth,
continuous and realistic airflow in or out of the air cushion. Thus, there will be no
instant large actuator jumps. Testing has proved that in smooth first order wave
forces, the biggest actuator alteration is 2-3% per iteration using a P-controller.
The actuator properties such as the number of louvers and fans, the actual louver
area size and fan characteristic graph (Pressure versus possible cushion air inflow)
restricts the air flow magnitude. That is, a louver can’t provide more leakage area
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than its actual area size, and a fan can not contribute with more air inflow than
its physical limitations.
The actuator delay is restricting the flow rate. The change of air flow through the
actuators can not happen any quicker than determined by the close open actuator delay
(lets call this one ”act del”) parameter.
The delay/lag function:
boolean actuatorInWantedPosition(double act_del , double t){
2 // Returns true if handle is in wanted controlled pos
if(gap*( act_del /100) + ctrl_louver_pos_arrival_time <=t){
4 // In position
ctrl_louver_pos_arrival_time = time;
6 gap = Math.abs(louver_pos - ctrl_louver_pos );
return true;
8 }else{
// Not in position!
10 return false;
}
12 }
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Chapter 8
Results
If not stated otherwise, the actuator setup for the results are 1 lift fan with fan
characteristic stated in figure 7.5 section 7.3. Four louvers each on 1 m2. The
design pressure is P0 = 3500 Pa.
Section 8.6.2 shows simulation results using the currently planned Wave Craft
hull with confidential actuator properties. The rest are taken from a simplified
squared SES hull (Case1 1) with fan characteristic according to figure 7.5.
Note that the noise inducted in the MRU heave position measurement is white
Gaussian noise. A short explanation of some of the figure text fields:
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Figure 8.1:
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8.1 Process estimating - Kalmanfiltering
Figure 8.2: The Kalman filter estimates the heave position at the bow receiving
an extremely noisy heave position from the MRU. Prior to t = 757: zero wave
propagations, the vessel vertical position is truly constant. Afterwards t = 757 the
vessel faces a regular wave with elevation 2 m
Important: The figure above shows a heave measurements that has a very high
standard deviation (0.1 m). This is to prove the robustness of the filter. For
remaining result the the standard deviation will halved (0.05 m) and the measure-
ment will weighted stronger, therefore a quicker response that the illustration in
figure 8.2:
Figure 8.3 below shows that the estimated position and velocity shows good re-
semblance to the actual/true position and velocity. The true position and velocity
is off course not available in real life.
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Figure 8.3: Estimated position and velocity (based on process equation and noisy
MRU measurement) are close to the true state. Between t ∈ {522, 560} a wave
propagation with 2 meters elevation is added.
8.2 Large actuator lag leads to instability
The section 7.5.2 - Actuator lag - restriction of cushion air flow rate describes how
the air flow is restricted due to actuator lag. The actuator can only move in a cer-
tain speed. The speed is determined by the parameter open close actuator delay.This
parameter is found in both the louver and fan federate VeSim window. If this pa-
rameter exceeds half the wave period than the controller will only worsen the
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situation. With a constant wave elevation of 2 meters, figure 8.4 proves this.
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Figure 8.4: Heave controlUpper figure: bow heave position. Bottom figure: Shows
actuator position where 0 is a closed louver and 100 is fully open. There exist a
lag between controlled/requested and actual actuator position.The actuator lag is
too large forcing the controller to perform worse than no control at all. Showing
open close actuator delay = 5 sec while wave period = 7 sec. The fan actuator is
not shown, although the principle is exactly same only in anti-phase.
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Definition 3. The controller shows instability for:
open close actuator delay ≥ wave period
2
8.3 Change of control point
The figure below shows how the control point is changed from the center of gravity
to vessel bow at t ≈ 880. Wave elevation is 2 meters.
Figure 8.5:
t ∈ {0, 880}: control point is cg, proportional gain: Kp FAN = 190, Kp LOUV ER =
5.5
t ∈ {880,∞}: control point is vessel bow, Kp FAN = 50, Kp LOUV ER = 1.5
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8.4 Satisfactory behavior of the controlled fan
and louver system
Figure 8.6: A well tuned control system using the same numerical proportional
gains as figure 8.5 above. (Note that a dead zone filter near equilibrium point was
not implemented at this time)
8.5 Alternative set point for fan control
The alternative fan control procedure shows better results than what explained in
the previous section. The method is described in section 7.4.4 - Controller Design
page 63.
All results except section 8.6 is based on fan control from the previous case. One
can observe the damping improvement using the alternative approach compared
to previous plots.
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Figure 8.7: The control equilibrium point is fan pos = 100 and not fan pos =
50 as previously. This shows better heave control results since the fan air flow
rate (Qin[
m3
s
]) is most effective at small cushion pressure which corresponds to
the control point is positioned at the top of a wave. This effect is due to the fan
characteristic figure (7.5).
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Figure 8.8: Using two lift fans: Qin and Qout is controlled in and out cushion
air flow. QinChar shows maximum possible inflow (for a single fan). Altough the
dotted green line would ensure better fan control, this is according to figure 7.5
not possible.
The figure and figure caption above states that the fan control has its biggest
damping effect with the control point the top of a wave where the louvers are
closed and cushion pressure is small (due to a small cushion volume). This effect
led to the alternative way of controlling the fan.
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8.6 Heave Control
This section containts a system with proper tuned parameters.
Both louver and fan control are applied. Fan control is performed as specified
in section 8.5. Note that the tests operate with the following leakage ratio around
equilibrium state Q0 and p0:
PassiveLeak
PassiveLeak + LouverLeak
=
AL Passive 0
AL Passive 0 + AL Louver Mean
=
0.33
2.33
= 14.3%
(8.6.1)
Using the mentioned condition, passive leakage ranges from 0.19 - 0.38 m2, using
passive gain = 2.5. passive gain is a paramter ment to include a realistic passive
leakage contribution.
Note that there are really small dynamic passive leakage contribution, so by turn-
ing off the HCS, the lift ratio and pressure will be close to constant!
Involving the derivative effect of the controller will not increase damping itself,
but it helps keeping the actuator input signal smooth. It slows the rate of actua-
tor change (the output). The effect is therefore included in the following section
(but not earlier results).
8.6.1 Simplified SES Hull (Case1 1)
Vital factors for the simplified SES simulation using regular waves :
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Explanation Symbol (in code) Value
Maximum leakage area (per louver) AL Louver Max 1m
2
Total number of louvers number of louvers 4
Number of Fans number of fans 1
Wave Elevation Height − 2m
Wave Direction − HeadSea
Wave Period − 9s
Standard process deviation stdv x 0.06
Standard measurement deviation stdv x 0.01
Control point is vessel bow point of control 1
Vessel speed - 0 m
s
Static air flow rate Q0 126.073
m3
s
Design pressure P0 3500Pascal
Contraction of air flow (see section 7.2.2) cn 0.8356
Proportional Gain Kp 1.5
Derivative Gain Kp 0.35
HCS ON time ∈ < 0, 2140 > s
HCS Off time ∈ < 2140, inf > s
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The following figures indicates the behaviour of the simplified squared SES
with properties specified in the table above. The heave controller starts on, but is
then turned off. All figures are from the same run:
Figure 8.9:
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Figure 8.10:
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Figure 8.11:
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Figure 8.12:
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Figure 8.13:
8.6.2 The Wave Craft
Parameters that are not confidential, used for the Wave Craft results:
Explanation Symbol (in code) Value
Wave Elevation Height − 2m
Wave Direction − FollowingSea
Wave Period − 9s
Standard process deviation stdv x 0.06
Standard measurement deviation stdv x 0.01
Vessel speed - 0 m
s
HCS ON time ∈ < 0, 2400 >
HCS Off time ∈ < 2400, inf >
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HCS starts on, and is then turned off. Control point is Vessel Bow. All figures are
from the same run:
Figure 8.14: Vessel bow experience a motion reduction of 67.20%
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Figure 8.15: Controlled louver area
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Figure 8.16: The controlled air flow in and out. Also the maximum available flow
as a function of cushion pressure.
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Figure 8.17: Actuator position. Closed louver: controlled louver pos = 0. Com-
pletely choked lift fan: controlled fan pos = 0
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8.6.2.1 Control point changes from Center Of Gravity to Vessel Bow
Figure 8.18: Changing control point online from vessel bow to CG. Shows heave
position
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Figure 8.19: Changing control point online from vessel bow to CG. Shows actuator
position
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
A heave control system for damping of wave motions is presented. Two different
SES are tested. Result section 8.6.2 covers the results from the Wave Craft while
all other results are from the simplified hull squared SES.
The results covered by the simplified SES (section 8.6.1, figure 8.13) shows that
the control system approximately removes 53 % of total vertical bow motion.
The second test is performed using the actual hull and actuator specifications
for the current design of The Wave Craft. This test is documented in section
8.6.2. Figure 8.14 shows that the control system approximately removes 67.2 % of
total vertical bow motions.
These results are obtained when the control point is set to the vessel bow. Figure
8.14 illustrates the heave behaviour if the control point is changed from center of
gravity (CG) to vessel bow. When the control point is set to CG, the motions at
this point is damped by 79.5 %.
The center of gravity has a larger potential of damping its motions since both
the stern and bow functions as a ”motion relief” in two directions. Only one di-
rection of ”motion relief” is presence when controlling the vessel bow.
It is expected in forehand that the real Wave Craft hull with corresponding actu-
ators would perform better than the simplified squared SES. The Wave Craft is
designed with an unusual narrow hull. The aft width is considerable wider than
the bow width. On a regular catamaran, such a hull would give poor sea keeping
properties. However, the air cushion lift forces enables this design. This gives the
vessel bow a natural good damping environment.
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The result stated above are very satisfactory. The results proves benefits one
can achieve using a Ride/Heave Control System on a Surface Effect Ship. The
results are better than expected beforehand.
Figure 8.2 and 8.3 proves that the Kalman filter with chosen mathematical model
performes well. The latter figure proves that the heave position and velocity fol-
lows the true state even though the measurement contains much noise. If yet
unclear:
I The heave velocity is not measured only estimated
II The estimated heave position highly rejects the heave measurement noise
Section (8.2) illustrates the problem that occur if the actuator lag exceeds a partic-
ular limit. This will results in a control system that increase heave motion instead
of decreasing it. The actuator open/close lag (described in section 7.5.2) must be
less than half the wave period in order to achieve motion damping.
The alternative approach for fan control (section 7.4.4 - Controller Design) shows
better damping results than the first described method. The alternative approach
finds the control heave reference position by setting the fan to perform at 100%
effect instead of setting it to 50%. When utilizing a large range of cushion pres-
sure one will experience a very low air inflow at high cushion pressure. Therefore
one will benefit by obtaining maximum fan air flow around high cushion pressures.
Further explained, while the control point travels from the equilibrium set point
and down to the wave bottom (minimum heave position) the fan does not have a
very effective inflow due to the high pressure in the air cushion. Therefore, in this
region the motion damping is increased by setting the fan to perform at full effect
(instead of half of the effect).
9.1 Further work
Further work should involve implementation of air cushion spatially varying pres-
sure in the air cushion. Sørensen presents the necessary equations for this in[12].
Spatially varying pressure will affect heave and pitch motions and in the certain
vessel speed and sea state. One can provoce the vertical accelerations (as discussed
in section 4.1 - Cobblestone Effects). Damping of these cobblestone effects could
be done with the dissipative proportional controller Sørensen presented in the very
same publication.
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Along with the developed controller for this project, one could form a hybrid
controller that could change operation between three states:
1. Using the HCS presented in this thesis: Damp wave induced motion at the
bow in zero speed at wind turbine docking mode. Experiment with motion
damping of the center of gravity in large sea states and slow/moderate vessel
speed. Simulation has shown that the system gives an overall better transit
experience for the crew.
2. In low and moderate sea state at relative high vessel speed one should damp
the cobblestone effects using the dissipative proportional controller.
To validate the control system it is recommended to perform a model test.
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Chapter 10
Summary
This thesis shows how one can achieve vertical motion control of a Surface Effect
Ship (SES) by actively controlling the air inflow and out flow out from the air
cushion. The air cushion is enclosed by two twin catamaran hulls and rubber seals
in both ends. The air flow is actuated through lift fan(s) that fills the cushion
with air and louver(s) which emits air out of the cushion.
A heave controller for damping of wave induced vertical motion at zero speed is
presented and tested in simulation. A Kalman filter with a suitable mathematical
model / process for estimating non-measurable states and neglect of measurement
noise is applied. A proportional controller is presented and stability analysis of the
system has been done. The final result shows a robust system that considerably
damps vertical motions induced by wave propagations. Se section 7 and figure 8.2,
8.3 and 8.14.
The report includes a literature review of the SES concept, the planned offshore
service vessel - Wave Craft and the existing control literature concerning design of
vertical motion damping of a SES (section 2 to 4).
The software tools and system setup are explained in section 5.
The already developed SES model at project takeover has been summarized in
section 6.
Parallel with the work made by the writer of this thesis, MingKang Wu from
Marintek has developed seal air leakage and forces acting on the seals. These leak-
ages and forces are respectively added together with the louver & hull leakage and
hydrodynamic, viscous & air cushion forces.
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A louver system has been designed and implemented. Along with the fan sys-
tem (which has been improved and is now controlled). Figure 8.16 shows how
a typical fan operates at different cushion pressure. The louver and fan system
contains air flow rate and air quantity saturation. The transition between the
desired actuator position and the actual actuator position contains a lag that can
be specified manually. If the lag exceeds the numerical value defined in section 8.2
the controller will increase vertical motions at the control point as seen in figure 8.4.
It is possible to vary the number of fans and louvers, along with the physical
area size of the louver.
Figure 8.5 shows that the control point can be altered online between the cen-
ter of gravity and vessel bow. Damping of the CG can show interesting results
for the over-all passenger comfort while traveling in high sea states. While posi-
tioned close to the wind turbine, one can easily switch to bow control which enable
personnel to safely enter the turbine due to motion control.
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Appendix A
Contents on enclosed DVD
1. A video of a visualisation of how heave control is to be performed. Video
made my Samir Mourad and Umoe Mandal
2. A vessel simulation(VeSim) video (using the ShipX plugin SimVis) that ev-
idently shows that the vessel bow is being damped at zero vessel speed
3. Implemented java code and default VeSim libraries
4. Hull design for the simplified square SES. (The Wave Craft hull is classified)
5. Lift fan characteristic for the simplified SES
6. Pictures of the WaveCraft
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Appendix B
The Kalman Filter
Note that the discrete Kalman filter is usually implemented using matrix notation
such as Φ, Γ, Λ, H. The code implementation uses (A, B, E, C). Thus, to avoid
confusion the latter notation will be used in describing the Kalman filter.
Given the discrete linear system equation:
xk+1 = Axk + Buk + Ewk (B.0.1)
And the measurement equation:
y˜k = Cxk + νk (B.0.2)
Where
x System state vector
A State transition matrix
P State error covariance matrix
u Control input vector
B Control input matrix
w Process noise vector
E Process noise input matrix
Q Process noise covariance matrix
y Output vector
C Output matrix
v Measurement noise vector
R Measurement noise covariance matrix
K Kalman gain, feedback matrix
The Kalman filter can be written as:
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State initialization xˆ0 = E [x0]
State error initialization P0 = E [(xˆ0 − x0)2]
State propagation x−k = Axˆk−1 + Buk−1
State error propagation P−k = APk−1A
T + EQk−1
Kalman gain update Kk = P
−
k C
T(CP−k C
T + Rk)
−1
Measurement update xˆk = x
−
k + Kk(y˜k −Cx−k )
State error update Pk = ((P
−
k )
−1 + CTR−1k C)
−1
The following must be given: system model described as equation (B.0.1) and
(B.0.2), an initial state for the system and a flow of (noisy) measurement. The
Kalman filter described above will produce a flow or sequence of optimal state
estimates. The estimates are based on a minimization of the expected least square
error between the true system states and the estimate:
J = min
n∑
k=0
(xest − x)2 (B.0.3)
Therefore one can say that the Kalman filter is optimal.
For this project, the steady state numerical values for the state error covariance
matrix (P) and Kalman gain (K) has been found and implemented so that an
optimal solution can be found at filter start up.
For further information regarding the Kalman filter, see Fossen 2011.
Appendix C
VERES hydrostatics for the
Square-SES
(Case 1 1) Model
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HYDROSTATICS 
ENCL. 1) 
REPORT    
DATE 2011-12-18 
REF    
 
 SHIP: Case1.1 
 Loading condition: Design WL 
 Draught AP/FP: 1.200  / 1.200  [m] 
 
  Symbol Unit            
 —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
 Length overall LOA [m]      30.000 
 Length betw. perp. LPP [m]      30.000 
 Breadth moulded B [m]      10.000 
 Depth to 1
st
 deck D [m]       5.000 
 Draught at LPP/2 T [m]       1.200 
 Draught at FP TFP [m]       1.200 
 Draught at AP TAP [m]       1.200 
 Trim (pos. aft) t [m]       0.000 
 Rake of keel  [m]       0.000 
 Rise of floor  [m]       0.000 
 Bilge radius  [m]       0.000 
 —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
 Sea water density s [kg/m
3
]     1025.00 
 Shell plating thickness  [mm]           2 
 Shell plating in % of displ.  [%]        0.40 
 —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
 Length on waterline LWL [m]      30.020 
 Breadth waterline BWL [m]      10.000 
 Volume displacement  [m3]        42.4 
 Displacement  [t]        43.6 
 Prismatic coefficient* CP [-]      1.0003 
 Block coefficient* CB [-]      0.1176 
 Midship section coefficient CM [-]      0.1176 
 Longitudinal C.B. from LPP/2 LCB [m]      -0.000 
 Longitudinal C.B. from LPP/2* LCB [% LPP]      -0.000 
 Longitudinal C.B. from AP LCB [m]      15.000 
 Vertical C.B. VCB [m]       0.789 
 Wetted surface S [m
2
]      171.07 
 Wetted surface of transom stern AT [m
2
]        1.36 
 Waterplane area AW [m
2
]       60.26 
 Waterplane area coefficient CW(LWL) [-]       0.201 
 Longitudinal C.F. from LPP/2 LCF [m]       0.000 
 Longitudinal C.F. from AP LCF [m]      15.000 
 —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
 Immersion DP1 [t/cm]       0.618 
 Trim moment MT1 [t·m/cm]      1.545 
 Transverse metacenter above keel KMT [m]      29.717 
 Longitudinal metacenter above keel KML [m]     106.783 
 —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
  
 Remarks:  *Refers to LPP 
           Hydrostatic corrections not included 
 
ShipX (RepGen version 2.0.20) 18-Dec-2011 15:27:12 - Licensed to: Oyvind Auestad (NTNU) 
 
 
Appendix D
Derivation Of Transfer Function
H(s) for stability analysis
H(s) is defined as:
y = H(s)r = H(s)xref1 (D.0.1)
Where
x =
[
x1
x2
]
=
[
η3
η˙3
]
(D.0.2)
Using the equation of motion from eq. 7.4.1 and re-writing this using the propor-
tional controller: u = K(xREF1 −x1). Also, the superscript for η3 denotes the third
degree of freedom (heave) and not the power to three. This yields:
x˙1 = x2 (D.0.3)
x˙2 =
1
1− dt
[
x1 +
1
2
dt2K(xREF1 − x1)
]
(D.0.4)
using Laplace:
sx1 = x2 (D.0.5)
sx2 =
1
1− dt
[
x1 +
1
2
dt2K(xREF1 − x1)
]
(D.0.6)
Merging these equations yields:
x1 =
1
s
x2 (D.0.7)
=
1
s2
1
1− dt
[
x1 +
1
2
dt2K(xREF1 − x1)
]
(D.0.8)
=
1
s2(1− dt)
[
x1 +
1
2
dt2K(xREF1 − x1)
]
(D.0.9)
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x1
(
1− 1
s2(1− dt) +
1
2
dt2K
s2(1− dt)
)
=
1
2
dt2K
s2(1− dt)x
ref
1 (D.0.10)
x1
(
s2(1− dt)− 1 + 1
2
dt2K

s2(1− dt)
)
=
1
2
dt2K

s2(1− dt)x
ref
1 (D.0.11)
x1 =
1
2
dt2K
s2(1− dt)− 1 + 1
2
dt2K
xref1 = H(s)x
ref
1
(D.0.12)
Closed loop input/output:
y = Cx =
[
1 0
] [x1
x2
]
= x1 = H(s)x
ref
1 (D.0.13)
